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The Collegian - October 6, 2020
NEWS
STUDENTS REEL AFTER FIRST PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE
10/5/20
By James Molnar
News Reporter
In the wake of the first presidential debate, the Saint Mary’s community is left shocked and
frankly bewildered about the state of the country. Many students express concerns about
the chaotic nature of the debate, which was characterized by constant interruptions,
frequent ad-hominem attacks, and substantial deviation from the intended debate format.
Although it is commonly acknowledged that no distinct winner emerged from this anarchical
spat, students report that there are certain respects in which one candidate had an edge.
For instance, while there was a fair amount of interrupting all around, it is believed that
President Trump took this to another level and that this demonstrated a lack of politeness
and sportsmanship.
Democratic candidate Biden, however, made use of a variety of pejoratives, calling the
president everything from a “clown” to “the worst president America has ever had.” This
tactic, coupled with the use of informal and almost school-yard-like rejoinders such as “keep
yapping” and “will you shut up, man?” led to an impression of unsophistication and in some
cases volatility.
Many have also observed what one student called Trump’s “vigorous” persona on the stage.
This affect has incurred both benefits and costs for the president. While it is widely
acknowledged that Trump dominated Biden in the power struggle that raged between them,
he came across to many as highly bombastic in the process. Although Biden certainly
displayed aggression as well at certain parts in the debate, he generally assumed a
comparatively passive role. While this did lead some to view him as being more selfcontrolled than the president, it also conveyed a sense of meekness.

As the candidates’ rhetorical strategies were generally perceived as highly disappointing, one
might hope that some redemption could be found in the actual subject matter of the debate.
This, however, would be a mistaken impression. As Tobin Shea, a senior at Saint Mary’s,
points out, there was a distinct “lack of content discussed in the debate,” but instead "a lot
of talking without saying much.” There were no logical explorations of the candidates’
political theories or discussions of the differences in their value structures. Instead, the two
men hotly debated the veracity of basic facts, which could be ascertained using a Google
search, such as the state of the economy in past years, and the salary of Biden’s son.
Despite the apparent vacuity of the debate, some believe that it revealed some deeper issues
about the nature of our current democracy. As Professor Stephen Woolpert of the Saint
Mary’s politics department notes, “It added to my sense of concern about the possibility that
this election will create some kind of a constitutional crisis if either of the candidates feels
they have grounds to challenge the legitimacy of the result.” As if this were not enough, it
has been suggested that the debate itself represents a threat to the democratic process. Dr.
Woolpert goes onto that say: “what really concerns me is that the people who watched it
might be turned off to the whole idea of democratic politics,” as it was “so distasteful.”
While there was some variation in their assessments of debate, the students of Saint
Mary’s appear uniform in their agreement that they would prefer a more civilized and
rational discussion in the debates to come.

OPEN FAITH SHARING SESSIONS FOR STUDENTS
Mission and Ministry Center hosts Faith Sharing sessions to encourage students to discuss the
Bible.
10/5/20
By Lenin O’Mahony
News Reporter
This week I had the opportunity to attend a virtual Open Book Biblical Faith Sharing Session,
led by Brother David Cartetti and SMC student Lucas Drake.
The session began with a prayer from Brother Cartetti, followed by a “peaches and pits”
activity. Everyone present went around with the opportunity to express a ‘peach,’ or highlight
of their week, as well as a ‘pit,’ or low of their week. This activity can tend to feel forced, like
an uncomfortable ice breaker, but everyone began with such openness and authentic
expression, it was easy to feel listened to and appreciated when I got the opportunity to
explain the ups and downs of my week.
By doing this activity I gained two insights, first I got to know my group a little bit, their
particular struggles and joys. This really helped me feel connected to the group quickly,
despite having just met them. Secondly, I was able to feel open and understood when
expressing my thoughts and ideas relating to the later discussion, because I had already
spoken and knew it was a safe environment to express myself.
The primary goal of this weekly meeting is to read and discuss the upcoming Sunday's liturgy.
I found the opportunity to participate in such a discussion, in a safe environment and
community, to be incredibly beneficial, for both Christians and non-christians. Not only does
it present itself as a chance for a Christian to deepen their understanding and appreciation
for the weekly homily at Sunday mass, but it also gives non-christians the opportunity to ask
questions and seek a better grasp of Christian thought and beliefs.
When we attend church we mostly listen, the explanation we receive during mass is all we
get. By attending this meeting, people who are interested in the faith or are simply seeking
a deeper comprehension of Christian beliefs can ask questions and converse with others.
During the reflection period of the discussion, everyone has the opportunity to speak up and
give their own interpretation and thoughts on the passage that’s been read. This was a great

opportunity to put into practice the open discussion for everyone that I previously
mentioned, where we could ask questions and seek understanding. People who participated
were able to relate the verses to their own life, to their experiences and understanding.
As the meeting drew to a conclusion we ended with a group prayer that included prayer
intentions. Everyone had time to write in the chat a specific prayer intention, whether it be
for their own health, for a friend, or a greater overarching concept such as more love and
acceptance in the world. This was a wonderful conclusion to an insightful meeting.
This type of meeting reflects on Saint Mary’s efforts to not only help Christian students grow
their faith, but to also give non-christians opportunities to participate in faith activities
without feeling pressured or uncomfortable. It was also a great example of how the Saint
Mary’s community has been working hard to remain interconnected and strong, despite the
restrictions of the current pandemic.
I am confident that Saint Mary’s students have access to many more clubs and activities
throughout a range of ideas and goals. Whether it’s growing in faith or understanding, getting
involved with social justice movements, or learning more about certain subjects, Saint Mary’s
students and faculty have been working tirelessly to ensure that everyone has access to
those groups through virtual meetings and events.
Author’s Note:
If you would like to contact Lucas Drake or Brother David Cartetti about joining these
virtual meetings, their emails are lld7@stmarys-ca.edu and brotherdavid@stmarys-ca.edu,
respectively.

GOVERNOR NEWSOM MANDATE FOR ZERO-EMISSION
CARS 2035
10/5/20
By Annika Henthorn
News Reporter
California wildfires have become the pinnacle of climate change. With its relentless blaze
ripping through its home turf these fires have continued to grow in both its intensity and
duration, propelled by a perfect storm hand-crafted by climate change. Climate change is
no longer an issue of the future, but a problem knocking at our front door, not just
specifically the US, but everywhere. The fires in Australia, the ever-melting glaciers in
Antarctica, and the rising sea levels eating up the coasts of countries everywhere are only a
few of the overarching symptoms that climate change has inflicted.
In an effort to combat this, according to NPR KQED, Governor Gavin Newsom released an
executive order to “phase out the sale of all gasoline-powered vehicles by 2035.” He
considers it “the most impactful step our state can take to fight climate change.”
Despite it being the most ambitious climate change policy the US has ever seen, it will still
allow gasoline-powered cars to be sold and bought on the used-car market. However, this
policy has received pushback from Trump, in hopes of revoking the zero-emission mandate
for vehicles. A spokesman for the Institute for Energy Research, deemed the order by
Newsom "another silly distraction from real problems."
Additionally, a senior economist from the same institute agreed that “if people want to
drive electric cars, they'll buy them. You don't have to eliminate the competition." He also
added that although electric cars “might not have emissions at a tailpipe,” they “do have
emissions at the power plant.”
Transportation has remained the top dog for emissions in the US, where electricity is
rapidly declining due to new-found innovations and “ambitious climate policies.” This gap
continues to widen because, according to Jessica Caldwell of Edmunds, the online resource
for automobile information, "many automakers have been guilty of setting short-term
targets for their electrification strategy that never came to fruition." She praised Newsom
for establishing “a specific timeline that they'll collectively need to adhere to.”

Assembly member, Phil Ting, supported the governor’s statement by arguing that “the
fastest way to make the biggest dent in slowing the effects of global warming is to embrace
cleaner cars.” According to The Sacramento Bee, Dan Sperling, a UC Davis engineering
professor and a member of the air resource board, stated that “this is the future” and
“there’s no question that we’re going to switch to electric vehicles.” In his opinion, it’s “really
just a question of how fast and exactly what technology we use.”
Currently, the market for zero-emission cars has been increasing; however, they still only
“accounted for fewer than 8% of all new cars sold in California last year,” according to NPR
KQED. Leaders in gasoline-powered vehicles have continued to voice the economic collapse
that the policy will ultimately lead to since, currently, electric cars only make up a fraction
of the cars being bought.
This policy has stirred a lot of controversy in regards to its effect economically and what it
entails for the future. Overall, it comes down to whether you believe the means justify the
ends?

TRUMP AND BIDEN FACE-OFF IN POLARIZED FIRST
PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE
10/5/20
By Riley Mulcahy
News Reporter
Tuesday’s first presidential debate showcased the deepening of the political divide in
America. The discussion, which lasted ninety minutes, was moderated by Fox News’s Chris
Wallace. Wallace chose the six debate topics, including the Supreme Court nomination,
Trump and Biden’s records, COVID-19, violence in major cities, and the validity of the 2020
election.
Due to the passing of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, there has been a growing controversy as
to whether or not the spot should be filled before the election. When asked about his plans
to nominate Judge Amy Coney Barrett to the Court, President Trump responded, “We won
the election, choices have consequences, we have the Senate, we have the White House.”
The president went on to say that “The Democrats would try to do it [fill the seat] faster. They
had Merrick Garland but didn’t have the election.” This refers to former President Obama’s
nomination of Judge Merrick Garland, ten months before the 2016 election, with Republicans
refusing to fill the seat before the election results.
The former Vice President’s response evoked the seat’s importance and urged Americans to
have a say in the next Supreme Court Justice. Biden also argued that the election has “already
started” and that not waiting for the results in November would be wrong.
Biden pointed to Barrett’s comments on the Affordable Care Act, which she called
“unconstitutional.” Biden explained his plans to expand the Affordable Care Act. At the same
time, President Trump reiterated a campaign promise to “repeal and replace” the Affordable
Care Act, without telling how he will replace it.
Throughout the night, President Trump repeatedly interrupted Biden, warning that the
Democrats are the “radical left” and “socialist.” Wallace, who was in charge of making sure
the night went smoothly, repeatedly urged the President to let Biden speak, noting that
Trump’s team “agreed to the rules” ahead of time. At one point, Biden, who was particularly
fed up with Trump’s lack of respect to the rules, called the President’s constant interruption
“so unpresidential” and asked if he could “shut up man.”

In one of the most talked-about segments of the night, President Trump failed to stand
against racism. According to The New York Times, Mr. Trump declined to condemn white
supremacy and right-wing extremist groups when prompted by Mr. Wallace and Mr. Biden.
When Mr. Wallace asked him whether he would be willing to do so, Mr. Trump replied, ‘Sure.’”
President Trump then told the Proud Boys to “stand down and stand by.” Many, including
members of the violent group, view this as a call of arms depending on the election results.
The debate has been labeled a “the worst debate in history” by many outlets, including The
New Yorker, The Washington Post, and The Boston Globe. The regular rules of respect,
decency, and class were replaced by Trump’s aggressive name-calling and the candidates
speaking over each other. Given the contentious nature of the debate, a winner is not hard
to decide.
Biden laid out his policies, confronted his differences with the Democratic Party’s progressive
section, and questioned Trump’s response to the COVID-19 plan. On the other hand, Trump
could not take any accountability in regard to his COVID-19 task force, calling the whole thing
“political.” Instead of proposing solutions, the President placed blame on the Obama-Biden
administration and warned of massive voter fraud cases that are not proven.
The election is less than a month away, and there has never been so much discussion on
the election’s integrity. Many publications have made a call to cancel the remaining two
debates, as Wallace did not control the night and Trump’s constant interruption made the
debate unbearable. The debate commission responded to the criticism and with a promise
to change the next debates’ format. “Last night's debate made clear that additional
structure should be added to the format of the remaining debates to ensure a more
orderly discussion of the issues.”

OPINION
TWO STUDENTS DEBATE SCOTUS RULING
Opinion Columnists Katelyn McCarthy and Melanie Moyer write conflicting views about Amy
Coney Barrett's SCOTUS appointment.
10/5/20

Pro Appointment: To Confirm, Or Not to Confirm
Why Precedent Is in Amy Coney Barrett’s Favor.
By Katelyn McCarthy
Opinion Columnist
“[The President] shall nominate, and by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate,
shall appoint...Judges of the Supreme Court” (U.S. Const. Art. II, § 2).
Nowhere does the Constitution limit the President’s ability to nominate a Supreme Court
justice, or the Senate’s to confirm her. The idea that a President ought to not nominate a
justice during an election year is purely arbitrary. Let’s follow the logic through. If the
President shouldn’t nominate a justice during an election year, then why should he be able
to nominate one the year prior to the election? Or two years prior to the election year? Or
three? In fact, why ought he be able to nominate anyone at all, ever? And the Senate, too. If
they ought not confirm a justice during an election year, then why ought they be able to the
year before—or at any time at all?
“Because,” some will say, “it is hypocritical of the Republicans to vote on Judge Barrett,
seeing as they refused to vote on Merrick Garland. And he was nominated in March of an
election year, whereas Barrett was nominated in September! Mitch McConnell, who
refused to bring Judge Garland to a vote because it was an election year, has flip-flopped
this time around.”
Let’s take a closer look at what Senator McConnell said about Judge Garland’s nomination.
On February 18, 2016, Senators McConnell and Chuck Grassley of Kentucky and Iowa,

respectively, co-authored an article in The Washington Post in which they stated, “Given that
we are in the midst of the presidential election process, we believe that the American
people should seize the opportunity to weigh in on whom they trust to nominate the next
person for a lifetime appointment to the Supreme Court.”
But the buck doesn’t stop there. The following sentence states, “It is today the American
people, rather than a lame-duck president whose priorities and policies they just rejected
in the most-recent national election, who should be afforded the opportunity to replace
Justice Scalia.”
This time around, we have two notable differences. President Trump is not a lame-duck
president. And the American people did not reject his priorities in the most recent national
election—we expanded them.
Here are the facts. In 2014, the Republicans in the Senate kept all of their seats which were
open for election, and gained nine seats previously held by Democrats, whereas Democrats
picked up no seats previously held by Republicans. The Senate flipped from Democrat
control to Republican control. In the 2018 elections, by contrast, Republican control in the
Senate remained and was expanded.
To compare the current Supreme Court situation to that of 2016 is to make a false
equivalence. Yes, the same specific event is taking place—namely, a Supreme Court seat is
open. However, the situations surrounding those openings are different. The first involved
a Senate which, in the prior election, had flipped from the Democrats to the Republicans.
The second involves a Senate in which Republican control has been expanded. For all
intents and purposes, this expansion serves as a green light from the American people.
Now, McConnell and Grassley’s position is not inherently constitutional. By that I mean that
the Constitution contains no provision that a lame-duck president whose party has lost the
majority in the Senate ought not nominate a justice. Not at all. President Obama was acting
constitutionally in nominating Judge Garland.
But McConnell was acting constitutionally, too. The Constitution does not require the
Senate to bring a judicial nominee to a vote.
His actions seem, frankly, rational and expected. Why would a Republican-controlled
Senate (or a Democrat-controlled Senate, for that matter) that disagrees with the

jurisprudence of a nominee bring that nominee to a vote, especially when they have the
chance of winning the presidency and confirming a nominee with whom they do agree on
the law?
Let’s take a look at history. There have been 29 vacancies on the Supreme Court in election
years or lame-duck sessions. 19 of these 29 times, the same party has controlled the
presidency and the Senate. Of those 19, 10 times the president has made a nomination
before the election. Nine times out of the 10, the nominee was confirmed.
By contrast, in 10 of those 29 times were the presidency and the Senate controlled by
different parties. Of those 10, six times the president nominated someone before election
day. One time out of the six, the nominee was confirmed.
If history is a guide, to confirm a justice this year would be in line with precedent. Not to
have confirmed Merrick Garland in 2016 is also in line with precedent.
One might accept the constitutionality and the precedent of this matter, but think that
there is a sense of decorum the Republicans are breaking. I would like to ask any Democrat
politician out there: if your party controlled the presidency and the Senate, if there was a
vacancy on the Supreme Court, and if we were two months away from an election which
you may or may not be going to win, would you delay nominating and voting on a judge
until the election passed?
And it is not as if a dark horse has been sprung upon them, for Amy Coney Barrett is no
stranger to the Senate. They reviewed—and confirmed—her in 2017. Surely, they can’t
have forgotten their reviews and hearings from three years ago!
Ultimately, I think the reason that this nomination is so contentious, and why nominations
have become more and more contentious over time, is because of the increasing
prevalence of a loose constructionist manner of reading the Constitution. If the
Constitution doesn’t mean what it says but means what any one judge wants it to mean,
then two things occur. The Court is used as a tool by which to “pass legislation” by means of
judicial activism, and the opinions of any one justice become of utmost importance. “We
have to have judges who think what we want so that they’ll do what we want,” is the
underlying mentality of a loose constructionist.

In the end, the partisan fight over Supreme Court nominees is not going to be solved by
delaying their confirmation hearings, regardless of which parties control the presidency and
the Senate. A return to strict constructionism will guarantee that the law is interpreted fairly
and that the Court is not overstepping its bounds. Amy Coney Barrett is such a
constructionist.

Con Appointment: A Position on the Supreme Court Should Not Take
Precedence Over the Entire American Population
Appointing a new Supreme Court Justice in over half the time it usually takes to vet their candidacy
will have immeasurable impacts on the American people. Is this a risk we’re allowing Mitch
McConnell to take at our expense?
By Melanie Moyer
Opinion Columnist
The death of Ruth Bader Ginsburg, a gender equality and reproductive rights icon, shook
the nation in a year that has been wrought with world-changing events. Beyond
recognizing the importance and legacy of RBG, her death has made many Americans reflect
on who will fill her position in the Supreme Court. It would be an understatement to say
that no one could hold the same importance as she did on the Court, yet the seat that is
left absent in the wake of her death is of the utmost importance in this political climate.
In the final few weeks before the next presidential election, Donald Trump has made it
more than obvious that filling this seat is extremely important for the power of his
administration and the fate of the country as a whole. The urgency that has been given to
appointing a new Supreme Court Justice has proven that putting the Rebuplican party at an
advantage over the Democratic party has been prioritized over the wellbeing of the
American people.
Unlike the appointment of Brett Kavanaugh that was contested on the premise of his
predatory behavior towards Christine Blasey Ford, the character of Trump’s new appointee
is not a part of the main discussion surrounding her appointment. This shift in focus
should be indicative of the danger appointing a new Supreme Court Justice holds right now,
for Trump’s pick is not without a problematic history.
Further, many have gotten the impression that the argument against appointing a new
Supreme Court Justice in the short time before an election lies in Mitch McConnell’s

previous oppositional stance to something very similar during Obama’s presidency. While
this double-standard is an issue, there is no evidence that McConnell has the integrity to
stay true to his political stances when party benefit is involved. Thus, while it is
discouraging and alarming that our standards of conduct in the Senate are so low, it is vital
to go beyond partisan politics and react in a way that takes the needs of our country as a
whole into account.
When we go beyond partisan politics, there exists permanent damages that can be created
by a rushed appointment of a nominee. Adam White, a scholar at the American Enterprise
Institute and a professor at George Mason University Law School as well as a supporter of
the Trump administration and the Supreme Court nominee, brings up several dangers of
Trump’s rushed appointment. He discusses the weight that the appointment of a Supreme
Court Justice holds, for it seems as if many forget that it is a lifetime position. He advises
that senators “take prudence” and “wait until after the vote to take stock of the situation,
and also to take their time in vetting the nominee” (NPR).
The Congressional Research Service reports that the average time it takes between the
nomination and the final Senate vote on a Supreme Court Justice since 1975 is 67 days (2.2
months). With the proposal that this vetting process is cut in more than a half with the
election in less than a month comes the danger of a rushed appointment, something that
could take decades for our country to recover from. To maintain standards of our political
integrity, the vetting process should be done right and given the proper amount of time to
ensure constitutional behavior.
Further, it needs to be recognized that any bipartisan behavior in this political climate will
cause adverse reactions from both political parties. Many Democratic leaders have
proposed that they could add more justices to the Supreme Court if there is no integrity in
who is appointed. While creating new positions is an issue that requires further
examination, many Republicans are seeing it as a problem of “court-packing.” White
advises that “moderate senators ought to really consider a way to settle both this vacancy
and the court-packing plan [to] make some sort of deal” (NPR).
The partisan atmosphere that already exists shouldn’t be provoked by a rushed
appointment because both sides are talking about making irreversible changes to the
Supreme Court. Given the state of our country as a result of a pandemic, shaky foreign
relationships, civil unrest related to police brutality and the Black Lives Matter movement,
and, most importantly, the climate crisis, it would be better for the general population of

Americans for the Senate to reach an agreement rather than continue with partisan actions
that do not remedy that issues that plague our country. With two political parties that are
so polarized against each other, actions should be that of compromise and not political
warfare.
There exists the argument that a new Supreme Court Judge is needed before the election
in case Trump decides to contest the results and not have a peaceful transfer of power.
This leads many to think that Trump is using his ability to appoint a Justice who would vote
in his favor to remain in power longer than he is constitutionally allowed to. Though the
problem of deadlock in the Supreme Court is an issue that many are arguing for in a
rushed appointment, the question is raised whether this hypothetical problem outweighs
the lifetime position of a Supreme Court Justice. In the context of the election, it makes
sense that the proper channels of justice should be used to ensure a fair election; however,
it’s dangerous to believe that a single person—in this case Trump’s nominee—should
decide the results of the election. If unprecedented behavior such as rushing the
appointment of a Supreme Court Judge is needed, it should not be at the cost of an entire
generation of Supreme Court decisions.
The job of the Senate is to make decisions that best serve the American people, not the
president, not a political party, not an individual. By rushing the appointment of a Supreme
Court Justice just weeks before an election, Trump and the Republican-led Senate gambles
at the cost of the entire American population. With cases coming up in the Supreme Court
such as decisions related to the Affordable Care Act, we need to realize that the position of
this Justice will sway the stance of the Supreme Court for decades. Thus, the questions that
remains are how Americans actually benefit from a rushed appointment and are
Republican Senators considering what is at stake with this appointment, regardless of who
nominates them.

WHAT IS PRO-LIFE?
How its meaning may affect your vote.
10/5/20
By Emmanuel Simon
Opinion Columnist
Quite recently, I noticed a quarrel between Trump Supporters and Biden Supporters. Some
of those who voice their support for Trump do so in the name of the Pro-Life movement.
According to them, no one should vote for Biden since he and his Vice-Presidential running
mate, Kamala Harris, are Pro-Abortion on the political level, (even though Biden claims to
be personally against abortion). The Trump Supporters say that this means that Biden and
Harris support the legalized murder of innocent human beings in the womb.
On the other hand, some who support Biden claim that Trump himself is not Pro-life, and
therefore the Pro-Life Trump supporters have no reason to vote Trump. Those who are in
favor of Biden say that Trump cannot be Pro-life because he locked children in cages,
separated children from their parents at the border, is Pro-Death Penalty, etc.
We must vote for the most Pro-Life candidate. To determine which candidate fits this
description, we must see which social issues are most pressing for our day and age. If
abortion truly does murder an innocent human being, then this would be the most
pressing issue, given how many babies of all races and genders die in the womb every year.
According to the CDC, in 2016, more than 600,000 reported abortions took place in the
United States. This data is important because it shows us that abortion is an agent of
oppression if abortion truly murders an innocent human being.
But as I understand it, the current debate between which candidate is Pro-Life is
ineffective, since the term, ‘Pro-Life’, is used ambiguously. With this ambiguous term,
dialogue concerning which candidate to support comes to a halt. Since the College claims
to endorse dialogue, such clarification is fitting.
To reach an adequate definition of anything, we must be what I call ‘Socratic Thinkers’. A
Socratic Thinker finds adequate definitions by first asking a question. For example, ‘What
does it mean to be Pro-Life?’. Next, the Socratic Thinker examines instances of what he or
she would label as Pro-Life. Murdering my eight year old cousin seems contrary to the ProLife position. Similarly, stealing a million dollars from a millionaire seems contrary to the

Pro-Life position. Given these examples, I can now inductively generalize. ‘Not murdering
my cousin’ and ‘not stealing money from the bank’ both assume that I should leave alone
what is not mine.
Next, in order to have a firm grasp of the terminology, a Socratic Thinker must understand
what makes that generalized definition an adequate definition. For example, ‘to leave alone
what is not mine’ is Pro-Life because to do so gives to another or lets another keep what he
or she deserves. Therefore, Pro-Life means to give to another or to keep for another what
he or she deserves. Thus, looking back at the examples, I no longer have an opinion that
murdering my eight year old cousin is against being Pro-Life. Rather, I know that murdering
my cousin is contrary to being Pro-Life because my cousin did not do anything for him to
deserve to lose his life. So, if I were to murder him, I wouldn’t be giving him what he
deserves, since he is not guilty of any crime, nor am I allowing him to keep what is rightfully
his, since I took his life for no good reason. Similarly, I cannot steal from the millionaire
because to do so would be to take something from the millionaire unjustly.
When we examine what it means to be Pro-Life, we see that to be Pro-Life is to be Just to
another, or to give one what he or she deserves. Now, looking back at the accusations, if
both accusations against Trump and Biden are correct, then it seems to be the case that
both are not Pro-Life. What are we to do then?
We must first understand what abortion is.
On the college level, my suggestion is to create open dialogue to discuss abortion. We hear
about women being oppressed and black lives being oppressed. If such injustice against
these groups exist, then every single person should stand up for these groups. We should
say together, ‘All Women Matter!’ and ‘All Black Lives Matter!’. But surely, we cannot
consistently say this if we support abortion and if abortion truly murders a human being.
What about the women in the womb? What about the black lives in the womb? Surley, if
abortion murders a human being, and we as a country allow abortion, we cannot say ‘All
women matter!’, but merely, ‘Some women matter’. Similarly, we cannot say ‘All black lives
matter’, but merely, ‘Some black lives matter’.
Lastly, it is my experience that when discussing this topic with Anti-Abortionists, they want
to be wrong. No one wants to say that their country murders over 600,000 lives a year,
neither those for or against abortion. Now, there are some who believe abortion is not
wrong since, they say, life does not begin at conception. However, they will find themselves

at odds with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. On their website, they say
their goal is to, “Work to advance global health security as a national priority
through…(Enhancing) international preparedness activities at the national, regional, and
global levels to identify gaps, build capacity, and track progress to prevent, detect, and
respond to health threats, respecting cultural differences and the inherent dignity of
persons from conception to natural death.”
Thus, if abortion is murder, then to be Pro-Life requires one to be Anti-Abortion, since this
is the most pressing issue of our time. There are about 600,000 innocent lives who die
through abortion yearly in the U.S. This is more than triple the death toll of COVID-19,
which has, at the time of writing this article, killed about 195,000 lives in the U.S. since
February 2020.
So, if we believe that all black lives matter, and all women matter, then let’s make our vote
a Pro-Life vote.

*Author’s Note:
Link to Biden’s policies to protect and expand access to Abortion by Planned Parenthood
https://www.plannedparenthoodaction.org/elections/pressroom/planned-parenthoodvotes-debate-reaction-we-must-elect-joe-bide
Link to Biden’s personal views regarding abortion (last updated 2015)
https://www.ontheissues.org/2012/Joe_Biden_Abortion.htm
Link to the CDC’s 2016 Data On Abortion Cases
https://www.cdc.gov/reproductivehealth/data_stats/abortion.htm
Link to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Mission Statement (See
Strategic Objective 2.4, Emphasis added)
https://www.hhs.gov/about/strategic-plan/strategic-goal-2/index.html

CULTURE
BSU ADVISOR SPEAKS TO SAINT MARY’S COMMUNITY
A candid conversation with staff member Calvin Monroe about racial identity, social justice, and
moving forward.
10/5/20
By Angus Stayte
Contributing Writer
In response to recent events, the Black Student Union has had considerable challenges
presented to them. I interviewed Saint Mary’s staff member, and seminar 102 teacher
Calvin Monroe, the advisor for the BSU, and a Black Studies major in his doctoral program
currently, to get his take on Saint Mary’s, and national topics. We discussed why he chose
to become a leader in the BSU, his reaction to Breonna Taylor and George Floyd’s deaths,
his views on campus police and how the campus has responded to these events.
When asked about why he chose to become a leader in the BSU Monroe spoke to finding
his niche helping young black students get through “trauma who still have to try and be
strong for their peers as well as help out other minority students who may not have had
parents or friends who have been to college”. He goes on to say “we are processing
information and expressing it to each other to begin to heal and start to gather ourselves
to help other black students on campus who may need it.” Calvin cites trying to keep
minority students ‘in the fight’ of higher education as his main goal.
On May 25, 2020, George Floyd, a 46-year-old African-American man, was killed in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, while being arrested for allegedly using a counterfeit bill. In
addition, Breonna Taylor, a 26-year-old black woman, was fatally shot in her Louisville,
Kentucky apartment on March 13, 2020, when a search warrant was executed by officers of
the Louisville Metro Police Department. I asked Calvin how his leadership has been
affected within the union since these events. The first thing he spoke about when I asked
him was how he had to make sure he personally was “strong for his people mentally.”
We then shifted to the micro-level and the Saint Mary’s campus. I asked about what he
thought the role of Public Safety should be on campus. He spoke to the need for them to

have a ‘silent presence.’ He goes on to say “BSU wants to know that you are there and that
there is equality.” He further clarifies that “[we hope that] in reports no one group is
getting citations or tickets more than others.”
He further claims that no one is perfect and recognizes that mistakes will be made but the
effort should be there. He then adds that when mistakes are made that dialogue is key to
hash out issues in the name of achieving “restorative justice.”
Finally, we talked about how the events of the summer have been received on campus by
faculty, students, and staff. He revealed that he has received supportive emails from
faculty. He also cites that the students in the BSU “are tired of lip service” and want real
action. He suggests that actions can mean money and it “can be spent on assisting underresourced students in financial aid packages, or for programming centered on their
healing” He also talked about how students are intertwined on campus and take notice of
peers who are silent. The action that Monroe suggests for the future for healing would be
“to have an open heart wanting to learn more” and “to just listen and have good dialogue.”

DRIVE OR BREAK ON SCHOOLWORK?
Saint Mary’s students react differently to approaching school work during online based learning.
10/5/20
By Isabelle Cannon
Contributing Writer
The library is closed, many students are at home, and the future of in-person learning is
unknown. Virtual learning is something that many people are currently adjusting to due to
the ongoing threat of COVID-19. It has caused many students to change their learning
environment, whether it be isolated in a room or living back at home. This can potentially
cause consequences in relation to motivation of getting schoolwork done.
Senior, Caroline Escobar, expressed “I think of home as my free time place”. Because
Escobar is living at home with her family this semester, her motivation levels have dropped.
The environment you are in can change the way that you feel making schooling difficult.
However, when compared to Saint Mary’s student Veronica Nims, she voiced, “I have never
been so invested in my schoolwork with most of Moraga being closed”. Nims is currently
living in the dorms on campus and seems to be very motivated with her online classes due
to high levels of isolation. Though both students are in very different situations they
seemed to express that their motivation levels are largely due to their living environment.
In Spring 2020 Saint Mary’s had to move all of their classes to a virtual format due to the
pandemic. Just before finals, after about a month of online learning, it was announced that
there would be an option to change your grade to pass/fail if you would like. No
announcement has been made regarding the fall 2020 semester. However, if the grading
system does change it is likely to impact how involved students are in their academic work.
Nims mentioned, “If I knew grades were pass/fail I probably wouldn’t spend as much time
putting detail into my work”.
Many students agree with Nims. A lot of research has been done surrounding the topic of
pass/fail grading. Specifically a study conducted in Germany found when comparing graded
students to pass/fail students that, “A graded test seemed to foster not only confidence but
also the accuracy of the confidence judgments” (Barenberg & Dutke, 2013). The motivation
level of students when they know their grade is at stake is much higher. Because online
schooling is a new concept to many universities it is unknown how Saint Mary’s will adjust

as a school and how students will adjust to their learning environment. With the future of
learning unknown to the world, being able to adjust now and finding new ways to get
motivated is more important than ever.

RESIDENTIAL STUDENTS ON CAMPUS PERSPECTIVES
Students reflect on their on campus housing experiences amid a pandemic.
10/5/20
By Madrey Hilton
Contributing Writer
Many students at Saint Mary’s College can all agree that this semester has not gone as they
planned. As a freshman entering college for the first time, they dreamed of moving into
campus, getting to know fellow classmates through social events, and finally gaining the
independence from their parents that is long overdue. But in the age of COVID-19, these
plans have certainly changed. While some students have opted to attend college from
home, others are attending online school from the dorms at SMC. But how has campus life
changed as Saint Mary’s tries to avoid the spread of Covid-19 among students and faculty?
In early August, Saint Mary's sent out an email regarding the updated fall plans for
residential students. This update included many changes to on campus life: “Lounges and
common areas will be limited or closed; Residential students may not have guests or
visitors in their room; The Recreational Center remains closed.” These are just a few of the
adjustments made by the Campus Housing Department that impacted many students’
desire to live on campus. However, there are still many students living in the dorms who
are experiencing college unlike any class before.
When asked how campus life is different for the students this year, Michael Zahn, a
Resident Advisor living on campus, revealed one aspect of campus life that students are
missing out on this semester: “One of the main attractions that is missed by a lot of people
is the Rec Center because it was a great way to meet a lot of people and hang out with
friends, but now students aren't able to do that.” The Rec Center is definitely a huge part of
social life on campus, and without it students aren't meeting as many people, or
participating in as many activities. While an important part of the college experience is
forming connections and building friendships with other students, restrictions on social
gatherings has made this much more difficult.

As someone who has lived on campus at Saint Mary’s years prior, Michael has noticed the
change in social life and how it has affected students. Michael explains, “I feel like I don’t
have the same connection with people because campus life has changed so much.
Especially with clubs in past years they would engage students, but this year that is really
missed and there's a huge disconnect.” Although the year so far has been unconventional,
with COVID-19 bringing unexpected challenges to community building at Saint Mary’s,
Michael says, “It’s a challenge I’m willing to accept and make the most out of.” Michael’s
positive outlook on these strange circumstances is certainly inspirational.
Maddie Martinez, a freshman living on campus at SMC, describes why she decided to move
into the dorms despite her classes being online: “One of the driving factors that helped me
decide if I was going to live on campus or not was the fact I wanted a normal-ish first year
experience.”
Being away from home is a huge influence on students’ decision to live on campus. Most
freshmen long for the independence that living away from home will bring, even if their
college experience will be anything but ordinary. Maddie explains that even though
campus life has changed, she’s happy she made the choice to move in. “So far, living on
campus and in the dorms hasn’t been as bad as I expected. I’ve made a bunch of new
friends with people on my floor and I love it!”
As many students consider their options for next semester, it is important to know what to
expect on campus if they decide to move into the dorms. There are many advantages and
disadvantages to living on campus, and a lot of students may continue to do distance
learning from home. As a community, the best thing students and faculty can do is remain
optimistic for the future of campus life at Saint Mary’s, and take all the necessary
precautions to stay safe and slow the spread.

SPORTS
PLAYING BY THE RULES
Saint Mary’s athletes must adapt to socially distant practices to prepare for their athletic
seasons.
10/5/20
By Olivia Virgen
Contributing Writer
The empty University Credit Union (UCU) Pavilion and the quiet Saint Mary’s Stadium are
only a couple of the facilities that would typically be overflowing with Gael fans during the
fall sports season. However, the typical day in the life of a Saint Mary’s student athlete has
been changed this year due to the widespread pandemic. Temperature checks, wrist bands,
small group practices, and zoom meetings have been the new reality for sports teams
anticipating their postponed seasons. As officials try to organize the overlapping of fall and
spring sports, teams have begun training in any way they can with the clearance from the
school.
With the recent opening of the new Sports Performance Center on campus, athletes are
eager to use the equipment in the beautifully designed space. However, for the safety of
coaching staff and students, access to the weight room has been limited to particular teams
but is slowly becoming available to more athletes.
Softball player, Angelina Franco, expressed her excitement to use the new facilities. She
explains that coaches have been very strict on social distancing and wearing masks at all
times. The team has meetings on Mondays and study hall via zoom on Wednesdays and
Thursdays. Practices have looked very different this year, as they welcome pods of twelve
people or less along with one coach, on the field at once.
Franco elaborates on the extensive safety measures they have to participate in as a team.
“We have to sanitize the balls if they were already used”, Franco said, “and we can’t use each
other's equipment.”

The catcher explained that her greatest concern is not having any fall games to prepare for
the spring season. Franco’s coach, Sonja Garnett, spoke on the guidelines they received from
the National Collegiate Athletic Association, the Saint Mary’s Sports Medicine staff, and
Contra Costa County to follow in anticipation for training and ultimately the season. The
softball head coach explained that when coming on to campus, similar to the off-campus
athletes, she has to fill out a survey to assess how she is feeling that day using the Livesafe
app before getting her temperature checked. Once cleared, coaches will receive a wristband
to signify their eligibility to practice; similar to the athletes.
When asked about her expectations for the season, Garnett expressed her feelings as
“optimistic.” With the constant changes in the severity of the virus, she is not certain what to
expect. Garnett explained that the clearance of basketball and some football programs by
the NCAA, will have a huge impact on the league’s decision to follow through with the
remainder of the year. With scheduling changes of moving some fall sports to the spring,
Garnett describes these sports as a pivotal point for the remaining seasons.
In a similar way, the Men’s Cross Country team has had to make adjustments to their
practices in light of the changes to their season. Freshman, Luke Bland, discusses what
practice is like with COVID-19 rules in effect. Instead of practicing with the entire team,
runners are to stay in their pods of three. All practices are outside, including weights, as the
Cross Country team has yet to use any indoor facilities. Bland explains that regardless of the
circumstances, he has enjoyed training with teammates; as they anticipate having their first
race in the spring.
Teammate Derek O'Connor adds that he felt a sense of relief moving on campus already
knowing some of his teammates. The cross country runner explained that he feels very safe
on campus and that the school has done an excellent job in taking the necessary precautions.
O’Connor added that he agrees with the decision to have all on-campus students live in single
dorms because it reduces the likelihood of multiple students in small spaces.
“Even people living in Aquinas, which are suite style dorms, it’s not five people living in one
little area”, O’Connor said, “limiting how many people live in one area is very smart of them
[St. Mary’s College]”.
Both Bland and O’Connor emphasized that they feel very comfortable and confident on
campus and are looking forward to their season in the spring. However, even with the
various precautions and safety rules put in place, not all sports have been so lucky.

For rugby player, Ty Lenberg, this was a huge upset for him and his teammates. After moving
from Aquinas to Justin Hall, where the entire rugby team lives on the second floor, Lenberg
expresses his disappointment in the delayed season.
“We’ve been waiting for clearance from the Saint Mary’s COVID team and have yet to get it,”
Lenberg said, “we’ve been told we are basically in limbo for our season.”
After being moved to live in a “bubble” with his teammates, the first year student expresses
the devastation of the entire team in light of the delays due to Covid-19. As school
approaches the middle of the semester, he has been able to adjust to the college curriculum
but is still awaiting the season he was hoping for.
“How big is your moral for school, how prepared are you for your classes versus how
prepared are you for your sport.” Lenberg said, “I think we all know we were waiting for our
season to come around because ‘student’ does come first, it’s year round, but ‘athlete’ is fifty
percent of the statement- student athlete”. Lenberg is hopeful that the team will still be able
to have their season. The team has been notified that they will begin practice in the next
coming weeks, with restrictions.
These changes have been an immense adjustment for athletes and coaches as the virus
continues to be an obstacle. Student athletes, who anticipate their sport all year, have had
to make the best of these new realities and remain focused on their performance for the
season ahead.

MLB WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
MLB playoffs have begun overcoming team infection rates of COVID-19.
10/5/20
By Mark Molz
Sports Reporter
While uncertainty and COVID-19 plagued the 2020 Major League Baseball season, the regular
season has finally concluded and the playoffs have officially begun.
When the MLB resumed on July 23, four months after its original start date, there were many
concerns on how long it was going to take before COVID-19 put a halt to baseball activities.
Those concerns lasted less than a week when the Miami Marlins had their season postponed
just four days into game play due to an outbreak within the team, drastically altering the rest
of their schedule.
Not too long after, the St. Louis Cardinals were infected with an outbreak putting them in a
similar situation as the Miami Marlins. Rob Manfred, the league's commissioner, threatened
to shut down the season if the teams didn’t do a better job managing the virus. However,
despite all the drama and panic ensued, the regular season finished on Sunday and the
playoffs are underway.
Although the season was a short 60 games, 102 less than the usual number, it still proved to
be full of surprises and disappointments.
Teams that exceeded their expectations include the San Diego Padres and Miami Marlins.
Despite dealing with issues involving COVID-19 and coming off a 105 loss season the Marlins
were able to reach the playoffs for the first time since 2003, and only the third time in their
history with a record of 31-29.
Fun Fact: Marlins have never lost a playoff series in their postseason history, so watch out!
Meanwhile, the Padres were able to finish with the second best record in the National League
and coined the nickname “Slam Diego” thanks to their young and exciting talent. 21 year-old
phenom Fernando Tatis and all-star Manny Machado led the charge in their shortened
season.

When thinking of disappointments, the Washington Nationals initially comes to mind.
Coming off a World Series Championship in 2019 they strung together a disheartening 2634 record, finishing last in the National League East. Losing one of their star players Anthony
Rendon with a move to the west coast doesn’t help their case, but a last place finish should
still come as a disappointment after finishing the previous season on top.
While it was a disappointing season indeed, the Nationals can still find a positive. Juan Soto,
the 21 year-old phenom finished the year with a .351 batting average and winning the batting
title, becoming the youngest player in the history of the National League to accomplish this
feat.
Another team that disappointed, yet again, were the Los Angeles Angels. Finishing fourth in
the American league West, this year has been more of the same for the Angels. Mike Trout
had another MVP type season, Shohei Otani disappointed on the mound and at the plate
batting a dismal .190, and the signing of last year's World Series champ in Anthony Rendon
did not help their playoff push.
While the Angels are attempting to solve their never ending problems, the team across town
is enjoying their eighth consecutive year atop the National League West. With the best record
in the MLB at 43-17 the Los Angeles Dodgers are once again on their quest to hoisting the
World Series trophy they have long been after.
Even though the regular season was lowered to just 60 games this season this year's playoffs
has taken an exciting twist. The postseason this year will consist of a total of sixteen teams,
which is six more than the usual number of 10 and should be full of endless excitement.
Will the Astros make it back? Even though their trash cans will forsure be heard with the
absence of fans. The A’s have finally won a playoff series beating the White Sox 6-4 in the
Wild Card Series, but can they keep their winning ways? Will the Marlins keep their streak of
playoff series win streak alive?
There are a lot of things to look out for this postseason and while a COVID-19 tainted
season provided some good and bad moments it is time to enjoy some playoff baseball.
With an expanded field of teams we should expect some exciting moments to come our
way with the hope COVID-19 stays clear.

NBA CONFERENCE CONCLUDES WITH FOUR TEAMS
REMAINING
10/5/20
By Oliver Collins
Sports Reporter
The NBA playoffs have been very interesting this year. And after the end of the Conference
semi finals only 4 teams remain; The Lebron led Los Angeles Lakers, The three point
specialist Denver Nuggets, The overly talented Boston Celtics and the underdog Miami Heat.
As Lebron clinches yet another amazing playoff run we can’t help but ask how much longer
can the King perform day in and day out.
Lebron and the Lakers will face a Nuggets team that has come back from 3-1 leads against
both the Clippers and Jazz, a feat never done before in NBA playoff history. On the other side
of the league, the Boston Celtics who seem to always put themselves in high playoff
contention will look to go to the finals for the first time in 10 years. And their opponent the
underdog Miami Heat who are behind the young 3 point shooting backcourt including
Duncan Robinson and talk of the tournament breakout player Tyler Herro.
Tyler Herro has had a very notorious career, even in high school his decision to attend the
University of Kentucky came with lots of criticism, including death threats. After Herro
decided not to attend his local Wisconsin college and instead chose their arch rivals, fans
were taken aback. After one great season he proved the haters wrong and went off to the
Kentucky Wildcats, eventually going as the 13th overall pick to the Miami Heat. In his second
season in the NBA, Herro has already cemented his starting position for the very well run
Heat and continues to show out even in big playoff games.
On the other side of the league in the Western Conference the Nuggets came back from a 31 deficit not against the Utah Jazz but again at the Kawhi Leonard led Clippers. Behind an
unreal performance from Jamaal Murray and Nikola Jokic the Nuggets were able to cement
their way in playoff history by being the first team in NBA history to come back from 3-1 in
back to back NBA series. Nikola Jokic has shown his skill throughout the NBA season, proving
that he is a multi talented center with the ability to shoot, pass, dribble and drive. The Lakers
however are a completely different team, with the dynamic duo of Anthony Davis and Lebron
James they are definitely the toughest competition in the NBA this year.

Throughout Lebron’s legendary NBA careers he almost always goes to the finals or deep into
the playoffs at least. This year is no different as Lebron has been virtually unguardable.
Matching an amazing player like Lebron with an equally skilled player like Anthony Davis
creates a Los Angeles team that is the likely candidate to win the finals this year. Lebron
James is a player that anyone would want on their team, his leadership alone makes him a
player that has a complete will to succeed. Having already won 3 NBA championships and
having made it to 10 career NBA finals Lebron has proven both his talent and basketball iq
are a force to be reckoned with.
To summarize the playoffs so far we start with the Heat who derailed the momentum train
that was the Bucks led Giannis Anteteccoumpo. After the Bucks destroyed the Orlando
Magic 4-1 the Heat beat the odds and dismantled the first seed bucks 4-1. The Boston
Celtics managed to beat the Raptors in a seven game series but fell short to the Heat in six.
The Lakers ran through the extremely talented Houston Rockets in a short five game series.
The Nuggets beat the odds and came back from 3-1 in the first two rounds but fell short to
the Lakers in the Western Conference finals. It has been a great tournament so far and
hopefully the finals will live up to the hype as well.

